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Workshop structure

Introduction

5 mins

The new approach and
the role of the end-point assessor

10 mins

Groupwork task

20 mins

Feedback

5 mins
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• Team of specialists in vocational training, skills and apprenticeships
• Training, events, resources and consultancy support for:
• trailblazer employer groups to develop standards
• hundreds of providers in their transition to standards
• organisations and assessors to deliver end-point assessment

• UVAC delivery partner
• Authors of the Future Apprenticeships toolkit
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A new approach for apprenticeships
The Review of Apprenticeships introduced…
• Short standards (based on Knowledge, Skills and Behaviours)
• Independent and objective end-point assessment
• Occupations and not levels
• Grading
• No direct route for progression (laddering)
• Employer greater responsibility and financial commitment
• Direct link to competence
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Integrated and non-integrated
degree apprenticeships
Integrated

Non-integrated

The end-point assessment is
enclosed within the degree
assessment process (which
may mean some changes to
the degree awarding
process)

A discrete end-point assessment
including at least two forms of
assessment in addition to any
degree assessment requirements.
Undertaken by an independent
assessor from outside the
University/HEI that was
responsible for the teaching and
training
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The role of the assessor
Integrated

Non-integrated

• Devise and grade revised
assessment processes from
standalone degree
programmes

• Work with EPAO-appointed
independent assessor
• Apprentices prepared during
the on-programme phase:

• Undertake integrated
assessment activities

• Rehearse EPA methods

• Understand new assessment
methods if used in an
integrated programme…

• Meet Gateway criteria

• Undertake activities that can be used
in EPA

• Work with employers to make sure the
on-programme phase prepares
apprentices for the EPA
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The assessor in an HE context
• Understand what the assessor role now becomes (I/NI)
• What are the differences between teaching and training in
each? (I/NI)
• What is the role of the tutor/trainer/lecturer in EPA?
• In integrated pathways, are there new skills that I need?
• Is there a CPD need to ensure I have the skills to undertake
EPA?
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An effective assessor’s activities
Before
end-point assessment
• Engage employers and
providers
• Set-up the assessment
methods
• Confirm resources and
facilities are in place
• Gather evidence

During
end-point assessment

After
end-point assessment

• Gather evidence that is
valid, robust, reliable
and comprehensive

• Record & analyse
evidence

• Ensure compliance with
IQA procedures

• Moderate and
standardise grading

• Refine and adapt
assessment method

• Produce report

• Give feedback
• Manage appeals and
grade enquiries

• Ensure compliance

• Make judgements

• Work with non-standard
outcomes

• Validate the Gateway

• Identify indicative
grades

• Contribute to audit
(IQA/EQA/ESFA)
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An effective assessor’s skills
Policy
þ Introduction to standards-based apprenticeships
þ Understanding standards and assessment plans

Assessment instruments
þ Assessing evidence in portfolios
þ Conducting professional discussions
þ Conducting interviews and vivas
þ Observation-based assessment

Assessment practice
þ Grading
þ Assessing behaviours
þ Sufficiency, context and consistency
þ Fair assessment and bias
þ Feeding back assessment decisions
þ Safeguarding and Prevent
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An effective assessor…your task
In pairs
• Tell your partner in 1 minute about your apprenticeship
programme
• What are the top 3 challenges and opportunities for your
University in delivering apprenticeship standards (10
minutes)
• What is the single biggest impact that standards could have
on your academic staff? (5 minutes)
• What will be the challenge to their skill-set and what training
needs might they have in the next two years? (10 minutes)
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Thank you

Please feel free to contact us:
chris@strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk or
colin@strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk
Visit www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk

